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Predicting human mobility behaviour has long been a topic of scientific interest.
Such studies generally rely on tracking human movements through a range of data
collection methodologies such as using GPS trackers, cellular network data etc.
Some of this data may be confidential or hard to acquire. This thesis explores
if existing publicly available data on online photo sharing platforms can be used
to determine human mobility patterns with reasonable accuracy. We choose the
Flickr website as the data collection medium as it has an extensive user base
actively sharing photos many of which, have geo tags embedded in them which
are preserved by Flickr. Our analysis reveals that while the data from Flickr is
sparse and discontinuous making it unsuitable for reliable mobility prediction,
typical human mobility trends based on time of day, day of week and month of
the year can still be extracted. Such interesting patterns could be potentially
used in traffic engineering domains or for user profiling purposes.
More specifically, we describe how to obtain a subset of frequent active users
and their information from Flickr, and the sliding window mechanism to filter
the active periods of the users. Later we explain the various statistical methods
applied on the filtered subset of data to identify the categories in which users
could be classified, mainly short distance travellers and long distance travellers.
The short distance travellers are considered for mobility trends prediction.
Keywords: Flickr, Movement Patterns, Micro-mobility, Spatial-temporal
Analysis, Geotagged images, Pattern Mining.
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OAuth OAuth is the authentication protocol that is an indus-
try standard for applications to log in to Flickr and
other accounts. This guarantees the secure transfer
of user’s information. We can grant permissions like
read and write to allow the application to communi-
cate with Flickr on our behalf.
API Application Programming Interface
EXIF Exchangeable Image File Format
GPS Global Positioning System
ROI Regions of Interest
POI Points of Interest
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
JSON Javascript Object Notation
URL Uniform Resource Locator
XML Extensible Markup Language
ECDF Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function
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DSLR Digital Single Lens Reflex
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Analyzing the human mobility patterns has been a well-studied area of re-
search for years (e.g. [1–3]). Researchers often rely on tracking human move-
ments and collecting data by using GPS devices attached to mobile individ-
uals. Such data is suitable for studying fine grained micro-mobility aspects
owing to its regular and continuous nature i.e. there are no long silent periods
in the data. However, such data is rarely available to public and collecting
it can be costly and laborious work [2, 4].
But then, with the rising popularity of online social platforms, more and
more users are sharing information online. Photo sharing websites such as
Flickr1, Instagram2 and Panoramio3 are a huge source of photos, which can
be utilized for the discovery of underlying patterns in the users’ behaviour.
In this thesis, we aim to find out the extent and accuracy, to which the
data from such photo sharing platforms is able to help predicting human
mobility patterns. Note that there are various other sources of location data
as well, being used to understand mobility and some of them are highlighted
in Chapter 2.
1.1 Photo Sharing Websites
Flickr and Panoramio are quite similar in their functionality and data provid-
ing services (APIs). They practice geotagging functionality for annotating
the geographical information to the photos. They do so by extracting the
information from the EXIF (Exchangeable Image File Format) tags, if avail-
able, or, also allow the users to mark their geographical coordinates by choos-
1https://www.flickr.com/
2https://instagram.com/
3http://www.panoramio.com/
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ing their location on the map. Flickr’s auto geotagging facility automatically
extracts the geo location and timestamps from the photos and attach the
corresponding geo tags to the photos. The timestamps information enables
us to retrieve the upload time as well as the time of the photos taken.
Instagram is a tremendously growing photo sharing website [5] which
also allows the users to associate their location information with the photos
while uploading. However, it does so by providing the users with the list of
nearby locations, only if the location detection functionality is enabled on
the device while taking photos. Otherwise, the suggestions are based on the
current locations at the time of upload. For example if the user captured
photos somewhere in U.S with the location detection functionality disabled
on the device at that time, and then tries to upload photos from Europe,
the suggestion list for locations will be from Europe although the photo
was taken in U.S. Instagram does not keep the EXIF tags, hence no GPS
and timestamp information through EXIF could be extracted as it strips off
these tags from the images while uploading. The location information relies
entirely on user supplied locations [6, 7].
We choose Flickr as a data collection medium for our study. Flickr is a
huge resource of geotagged images, containing over 5 billion photos [8]. Due
to its free membership and fast photo uploading, it has been used widely
around the globe for years. Millions of users upload their photos every day,
and for each photo, the spatial-temporal metadata also gets uploaded. About
3-4% [9] of the total photos uploaded on Flickr are geotagged due to the mod-
ern camera devices storing location information in EXIF tags which include
the longitude and latitude of the photo, the time it was taken and the time it
was uploaded. In addition, it contains detailed information about the camera
model, focal length and many other factors. Flickr provides easy access to
the public EXIF tags of the photos, hence a lot of interesting information
from the tags could be inferred such as what locations the users have been
visiting, along with the time differences between the pictures, the frequency
of movements and so on.
1.2 Problem Statement
The objective of this study is to utilize the publicly available data from the
photo sharing website Flickr for understanding and analysing the mobility
behaviours of the users from different parts of the world. The ultimate goal is
to reveal the mobility patterns among the users from their travelling routines
and covered distances. And furthermore, we want to assess the data and
know that to what extent can it be utilized for generating mobility and
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micro-mobility patterns.
1.3 Main Results
The purpose of this study is to use the Flickr geotagged photos’ metadata,
to find out how the user travels around at short distances, say 300 km, and
if there are certain common movement patterns among the users. To achieve
our goals, we sample Flickr users and filter the active users i.e. users who
travel and capture photos regularly over a period of time. At the same time,
the count of these users’ photos should be large enough for drawing accurate
mobility patterns. We find the following interesting facts about the usability
of Flickr data and its users as a source for mobility data:
1. The geotagged photos on Flickr can be used as a standalone source
for predicting mobility patterns at a coarse level. However, the details
available are insufficient to infer fine-grained micro mobility patterns;
to obtain those, the density of photos per user and thus the number up-
loaded (not necessarily taken) per user with EXIF data shared publicly
would need to be much higher.
2. The active users can be categorized into four main classes based on the
distance they travel and their travel frequency. Two broad categories of
the users are the long distance and short distance travellers. And each
of these categories can further be classified into frequent and infrequent
travellers. We cluster the users into these categories by defining the
threshold values for the amount of distance travelled and the number
of journeys in a period of time.
3. Most of the users on Flickr are active and mobile only during the specific
months of the year. This means that the maximum amount of travelling
done and pictures taken by the users are only during a couple of months.
And these months are common for most of the users in our data subset.
4. We spot the similarities and differences in travelling routines of the
users during the weekdays and over the weekends. And we find that
more than half of the travelling done during the week is only on the
specific days.Weekends are found to be more suitable days for people
to make excursion trips which depict the natural behaviour. Also the
similarities in the activity behaviour of the people during the weekdays
tell about their work routine by travelling the same amount of distance
every day.
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5. Most of the users have the same active times of the day and the exact
busy hours. The pattern for the busy hours however are not static
throughout the week. The busy hours for the weekdays are different
from those during the weekends. The early morning hours are the
busiest during the weekdays while over the weekends the activity level
is extremely low during those hours.
We perform various statistical analysis techniques over the data to extract the
meaningful information. The results of these analyses depict the similarities
between the users’ mobility behaviours.
Given the patterns revealed about the user’s mobility, Flickr proves to be
a useful source for successfully predicting mobility trends at a medium level
of granularity. However, it is not possible to calculate the accurate velocities
and flight times necessary for microscopic mobility models [1] using this data.
The revealed patterns can be of potential interests for traffic engineering
purposes, ensuring reliable and safe traffic flow of traffic by identifying busy
times, but also to feed macroscopic mobility models. Moreover, using Flickr
data, the targeted profile advertising is also possible.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2 is the literature review of the related work done in human mobility
utilizing different kinds of data sources analysis. Chapter 3 focuses on the
photo sharing websites and research done using Flickr and other social media
websites. We provide a detailed introduction to the Flickr API in Chapter
4, covering its advantages and limitations for downloading Flickr photos and
their associated metadata. Chapter 5 tells about the data we obtained from
Flickr and our data collection strategy. Chapter 6 covers the preprocess-
ing steps and filtering methods applied on the data to make it suitable for
mobility analysis. Chapter 7 presents the statistical analysis and our find-
ings, focusing on the classification of active Flickr users and the mobility
trends explored in the data by applying various statistical techniques. We
conclude the thesis in Chapter 8 along with suggestions for future work in
this dimension.
Chapter 2
Human Mobility Models
This chapter gives a high level literature review of the previous experiments
and studies regarding human mobility using different data sources. First we
explain some empirical data sources that have been used in different ways
to draw human mobility patterns. GPS being the most popular data source,
we describe it in detail in the later half of the chapter.
2.1 Data Sources for Human Mobility Pat-
terns
Understanding the human mobility patterns has a great importance in a va-
riety of areas ranging from urban planning, traffic engineering, controlling
epidemic disease spread or disaster management. Predicting accurate mo-
bility models is challenging because usually humans’ movements data is not
readily available. The amount of travel between locations can be quantified
with either direct measurement method, which includes, e.g. tracking of hu-
man movements using the location data from their phones or more tradition-
ally traffic surveys. Other way is the indirect measurement method, in which
models are used to estimate human movements given the observed (public)
data as input [10]. Both direct and indirect methodologies use different kinds
of empirical data are explained next and summarized in Table 2.1.
2.1.1 Mobile Phone Calls Data
The straightforward way for drawing human mobility patterns is to use loca-
tion data from the mobile phones and track movements directly. The data is
collected from mobile operators using e.g. their billing system. The location
of the nearest tower(radio base station) to the phone at the time its used is
5
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tracked. The data is high quality and in abundance which resolves the reso-
lution issues but the drawback of using this type of data is that the privacy
of the people may be violated (note that the privacy issue arises also with
the other sources discussed next) [10].
Palchykov et al. [10] aims to infer human mobility using only aggregated
mobile phone calls data. The reason for using this data is the ubiquitous
nature of mobile phones. This leads to the influence of strength of social ties
between locations on travel patterns. Their simple model using frequency of
mobile phone calls between two locations and geographical distance between
them can well predict human mobility. They use variants of models which
take location specific call frequencies as input. The use of only aggregate data
mitigates significantly potential privacy issues that are involved in tracking
individual data [10]. However, assuming the high penetration of mobile phone
use in the societies ignores the individuals not contributing to this kind of
data. For example, mobile phone call data cannot be obtained for individuals
without mobile phone activities.
2.1.2 GPS Data
GPS enabled devices such as mobile phones or hand held devices are capable
of tracking the position of the individuals to a level of high accuracy within
4 meters. Movement information is tracked in the form of longitude, latitude
and time stamp. The indoor mobility, however, is difficult to track with
GPS devices due to blockage of signals within the building or undergrounds.
Also the weak signal strength or interference across tall buildings prevent
tracking movements for longer periods [11]. Nevertheless, it has been used
tremendously in understanding human mobility patterns, thus we discuss its
role in a separate section.
Data Source Resolution(typical) Scale(typical) Availability
Mobile Call Data Km metropolitan area not public
GPS Data m global limited-
open
sources
Table 2.1: Comparison of data sources used for predicting human mobility
patterns.
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2.2 Role of GPS Data in Understanding Hu-
man Mobility Patterns
In this section we take a closer look at the role of GPS data in predicting
human behaviours. The research in human mobility patterns has grown over
time with the advent of GPS technology. Gonzalez et al. analyses about
100,000 GPS based human trajectories taken anonymously during a time
period of six months in [3]. The discovered human mobility patterns show
regularities in the spatial and temporal aspects which contradicts the random
walk patterns [12]. They further find out the the humans travel back and
forth to their favourite locations and the travelled distance and time are short
for trajectories [3].
According to Gonzalez et al. in [3], human mobility is 93% predictable,
but the individual human mobility prediction depends on the entropy of ones’
patterns. The amount of travel per individual doesn’t affect the predictability
of the mobility patterns. For example, the mobility patterns do not deviate
much between a user who travels less than 10km and one who travels 100km
on regular basis. The above mentioned studies suggest the data mining
algorithms that could be used for understanding human mobility but do not
as such produce actual mobility patterns.
The GPS trajectory data is also used for revealing the most visited loca-
tions and their sequence of visit using the frequency of visits and interest of
individuals for visiting certain locations [13]. The authors claim it to be use-
ful for listing popular landmarks and typical routes to facilitate the tourists
to organize their travel plans. However, the aggregated data might not be a
perfect source for location recommendation in the user’s home city on every
day basis. Data mining methods for discovering association between the lo-
cations are identified by Zheng et al. in [14], which can be used for location
recommendations derived from collaborative filtering.
Location based services rely on the location and movements on the indi-
vidual basis but the studies focus on the human mobility patterns in general
with only small details of individual mobility patter prediction. They do
not take the temporal dimension into account for the mobility prediction.
This raises the question that can we incorporate time in understanding the
mobility behaviour of the individuals? Can we draw the mobility patterns
from the weekly or daily routine of individuals or for the large population
and what could be inferred from that.
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2.2.1 Daily and Weekly based Patterns
The daily and weekly based human mobility patterns are explored by [15]
using 17,621 GPS trajectories from 178 users. They find out the most of
the travelling for each user is within a few destinations (see Figure 2.1).
The popular destinations and the daily commute trajectories can act as a
base point for other locations to cover the overall travelling of a user. They
also find out that people tend to have a fixed schedule of activities while
travelling from one location to another. It can be interpreted as daily work
routine during the weekdays and favourite hobbies or activities during the
weekends as shown in Figure 2.2. In this figure, we can observe the variation
among the trips during each day of the week. Solid black line represents the
weekday average of the trips and the grey line depicts the average weekend
trips. There is little or no traffic from midnight to 7am. The time period
from 7am to 8am seems to be the busiest hour during the weekdays, as
expected, while the traffic is also dense from 5pm to 9pm. The weekends
seem to be quite different as the traffic is highly reduced throughout the day
with only slight increase before 5pm. Individuals spending weekdays at work
and involved in leisure activities during the weekends are interpreted from
this graph by Herder and Siehndel in [15].
2.3 Conclusions
This chapter highlights the popular data sources that have been used for
studying human mobility patterns. Various forms of users data could be
taken as input for these methods e.g. census or cell phone data. Census
data, e.g., is often publicly available but at the same time it is mostly in-
complete, whereas cell phone data is in abundance and up to date. We
furthermore focus on the role of GPS technology and its data being used for
understanding human mobility. GPS data collected by using tracking devices
attached to mobile individuals is highly favourable for conducting studies on
micro-mobility patterns. Reason being that such GPS data is regular and
continuous, i.e. there are no long silent periods in the data (except when
indoors). However such data is rarely available in public. This would thus
require considerable efforts for data collection which involves manual labour
such as finding the right subjects to track and attaching GPS trackers with
them, and running data collection exercises over a period of time with these
subjects [2] [4].
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Figure 2.1: Connections between user’s locations - Size and color of the
node describes the number of times the user has travelled to and from that
location. e.g. Red and large means frequent, blue and small means seldom.
The width and color of the edge describes the number of times user travelled
between these two locations [15].
Figure 2.2: Daily travel activity during the weekdays and on weekends[15].
Chapter 3
Online Social Network and Data
Mining
Our study aims to lower the barrier for conducting human mobility patterns
study by making use of already existing and publicly accessible data on
online photo sharing platforms. The photos sharing websites such as Flickr
and Panoramio, has millions of users who are uploading pictures every day
from all over the world, which contains the semantic data about the pictures
in their headers. This data includes the user’s information, the location
information and the timestamps besides many other things. This kind of data
has been used in the recent past for several purposes. However, there has
been little or no work regarding the mobility patterns using photos sharing
websites specifically. In this chapter we briefly list the contexts for which
researchers have utilized the social networking sites data.
3.1 Analyses with Flickr
Flickr data has been used in a lot of useful research communities in the
past for various purposes [6] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20]. The most popular use of
Flickr data corresponds to either classification of photos on the basis of social
tagging [18] [21] [19], Regions-of-Interest (ROI) or Points-of-Interest (POI)
mining [6] [16] [17] [20]. Each of the concepts for which the Flickr data has
been used are described briefly below.
3.1.1 Tag-based Content Analysis
Tagging is the feature which enables the users to add textual labels to the
content on social media. They are freely chosen keywords that user associates
10
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with either photos, website or blogs. They usually result in an unstructured
knowledge, but they greatly reflect the properties of associated data due to
the flexibility and variation in their nature [21]. The key contribution of
Kennedy et al. in [18] include the tags, locations and image based content
analysis for organizing the photos automatically which are taken in different
parts of the world. This is done by structuring the disorganized public media
content available from Flickr. Location and tags driven are the approaches
used in their research. The location based approach defines the meaningful
tags for the arbitrary locations in the world. Tag driven approach reveals
the semantic information about location and event from the Flickr tags using
the tag patterns. They also suggest the use of visual algorithms with the
extracted patterns to fetch the geographical images from the Flickr dataset
with a better accuracy. They succeed in filtering erroneous parts out of the
noisy Flickr dataset and thus transforming haphazard Flickr data into useful
information.
Rattenbury, Good and Naaman suggest the methods for extracting se-
mantics regarding places and events using the concept of tag-based analysis
in [19, 21]. They map the tags to either event or place which enables powerful
and accurate image search and other photos relevant operations. They also
evaluate the techniques used for knowledge extraction and propose that the
’scale-structure identification’ in [21] performs better for this purpose.
3.1.2 Regions-of-Interest(ROI) Mining and Travel Pat-
terns
Zheng et al. perform route analysis using the regions of interest or attractions
mining in [20]. Regions of interest are the locations with high tourist visiting
percentages. The number of tourists at these locations depict the popularity
of the attraction. They have also analysed the travel route characteristics
by various tourists. They do so by observing the traffic flow through the
ROI’s and clustering the routes in a sequential manner gives the topological
characteristics of the routes. They perform the analysis on four major cities
to understand the popular travel patterns.
Kisilevich et al. introduce modification in the standard DBSCAN cluster-
ing algorithm for mining points of interests(POI) using a huge collection of
geotagged images on Flickr- which is very adaptive yet limited to POI iden-
tification [16]. The concept of density threshold and adaptive density in [16]
are defined in their research. The threshold is set according to the count of
people taking photos in the vicinity. The adaptive density is for optimizing
the high density areas search and rapid convergence of the algorithm into
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high density clusters.
In addition, Crandall et al. investigate the methods to organize a huge
collection of geotagged photos on Flickr [22]. The proposed approach is a
combination of context and structural analysis which identifies the attractive
places. These locations are predicted using the visual, textual and temporal
characteristics in their classification methodology. The resulting automatic
tag suggestions tend to reduce the work load of adding manual geo locations
from Flickr. Lee et al. find points of interests and the positive associative
patterns among them by utilizing the geotagged Flickr photos in [17]. Clus-
tering and associative pattern mining are the techniques used for data mining
in their research. These associative relationships among the POIs help un-
derstand the travel patterns of the travellers. Most of the above mentioned
studies aim to identify the most visited places or find collaborative patterns
from tag-based analysis using the Flickr geotagged photos.
3.1.3 Travel Planners
Recently, the Flickr data has been used for route and itinerary recommen-
dations by corresponding the geotagged photos to the sequence of visited
locations and computing the travel patterns and sequences [23][24][25]20].
Okuyama and Yanai use Flickr images as sequence of locations for the
travel route recommendation system in [25]. They use hierarchial clustering
technique for finding popular landmarks and trip models for route generation.
A new approach of personalized landmark recommendations by integrating
both the user-based land mark preferences and category-based landmark sim-
ilarity is introduced by Shi et al. in [26]. Their technique follows category
based factorization approach and they prove with their results that the cate-
gory based approach performs better than the typical popularity based land-
mark approach. Furthermore, study by Lu et al. [24] introduces the online
customized automatic route planner by allowing users to specify their pref-
erences for travelling by taking the geotagged images from Panormaio for
the travel plan formulation. Their travel plan includes the must visit desti-
nations, order of visits, time spending suggestions for each destination and
the travel path to follow within the tourist attraction. Their approach is
interactive and allows users to specify their preferences for locations, time,
season etc. While Kurashima and his colleagues provide travel route rec-
ommendation by integrating the topic model and Markov model in their
study [23]. They take photographers’ travel route histories for the travel
route recommendation method. Their model is probabilistic which takes the
photographer’s behaviour into account for making recommendations. Their
model is composed of two sub models which are based on user’s preferences
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and the typical routes, together they ensure the prediction accuracy of the
travel routes.
3.1.4 Positional Accuracy- Flickr and Panoramio
Flickr and Panoramio geotagged photos have been used together in stud-
ies for either finding positional accuracy of the photos [9] or defining digital
tourist survey field [6]. Several accuracy specific questions have been ad-
dressed in [27]. For example the reliability of the user generated tags for
describing the place and how to overcome the problems regarding the posi-
tion, bias and accuracy. The second issue is the defining of the city center
and urban space using tags. Moreover, they experimented the use of geo tags
to gather the collective knowledge about the region. The Flickr images at
Hyde park London are analysed to match the georeferenced and geographical
positions. It is found that 86% tagged images for Hyde park covers both the
internal and external premises(outer road side) of the park.The two dimen-
sional positional accuracy in [9] for different image types has been tested by
comparing the geotagged images locations and the manually corrected cam-
era positions. The street related features are found to be most accurately
positioned while the bridges tend to have lowest accuracy values. The vast
amount of information provided by the people on different social media sites
have been listed in [6] by characterizing and detecting the communities on
these sites based on the user’s behaviours.
3.2 Analyses with Instagram
Instagram, due to its rapidly growing number of users and photos has been
in a lime light for the research community since 2010. Various analyses have
been performed recently using Instagram data [5, 28–30]. The domain of
studies primarily relate to applying computer vision techniques for examin-
ing the photo content [29]. They perform the quantitative and qualitative
analysis of the photo content available at Instagram and cluster the active
users based on their activities. Their findings include different categories of
posted photos, users and the followers. The study [28] intends to reveal the
social and cultural characteristics in the expanding visual information avail-
able at Instagram. In order to infer various insights from the visual informa-
tion, they propose visualization framework for the analysis of location-based
visual information flows. The visual material from Instagram has also been
used for the detection of information like age of the user by utilizing textual
and facial recognition methods and performing comparative study of teens
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and adults [5]. They also infer the trends in teens and adults and their way
of posting and commenting on photos and the major difference between the
two age groups is that the teens post fewer photos but associate a lot of tags
to attain more likes and comments. In addition, Bakhshi et al. conducts the
study for understanding of the engagement and interaction of people with
their content on social media in [30]. According to their study, photos of
the faces of people is the most common type of photos shared on Instagram.
They also analyse the impacts of faces, age and gender on the engagement
activities and find out that photos having faces of the people receive 38%
more likes and 32% more comments than the other photo types.
3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have discussed several interesting studies that are re-
lated to our work. However, those research studies do not cover the mobility
patterns of users at a fine grained level of distance and time, where data is
collected from online photo sharing websites. They do not track the personal
day to day routine of the people to make some inferences about their move-
ment and activity behaviour. Our study is unique in a way that we focus
on the individual user behaviours and compute the distances they cover by
taking their sequenced geotagged photos as our data source. And taking into
account the distances covered per day by all the users, we extract knowledge-
able patterns in their daily routines. From our analysis, we also highlight
the activity levels of the users on Flickr leading to the identification of pros
and cons of using its data for mobility and micro-mobility patterns analysis.
Chapter 4
Flickr API
A prerequisite for this thesis is an in-depth understanding of the Flickr API,
which is required especially in the data collection phase. Therefore it is
necessary to get an overview of the basic structure of Flickr API and the
mandatory steps required by Flickr API to obtain the data. The reason for
choosing Flickr for this study is not only because of its popularity as a photo
sharing website, but also due to its comprehensive and well documented API
Explorer 1 that enables using the API simply through a web browser.
4.1 Introduction to Flickr API
Web API is basically a web development style to allow the data access and
services. There are specific ways by which we can utilize API for searching
and downloading data. We need to have a conceptual knowledge for searching
the required data and interpreting the results obtained from API. Flickr API
is based on HTTP request and response mechanism. The user or application
sends an HTTP request to Flickr Web server, the server queries the database
for the required data, gets data from the database and sends back an HTTP
response to the user which contains data formatted in either JSON or XML.
The general work flow of the webAPI is shown in Figure 4.1 and the steps
that are required for our data collection process are described briefly below.
4.1.1 Obtaining a Flickr API Key
In order to use the services of Flickr API, we are required to sign up for an
access key. This key is a number/integer string passed in an HTTP request
1https://www.flickr.com/services/api/
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Figure 4.1: Client-Webserver request-response flow through an API.
to certify the source to the API. We need to register our application with
Flickr to get this key. We have to follow the registration method2 to get a
key every time and we can see the obtained keys on our personal page3 after
signing in [31].
The use of key is a typical process for many web application APIs and
they are a source of introduction and verification of the user to the API
provider as it can be limited to at least the email address of the user. This
is also a way for API provider to keep a record for the users about their API
call number and access style. If the volume of calls exceed the granted limit,
then it might apply the terms of use by blocking access to the API through
that key [31].
Once we have a key, we can make a simple call to Flickr API database us-
ing the corresponding. The limit for making API calls is 3600 requests/hour
for normal users. Flickr API also provides a commercial key, but as it does
not facilitate the user much with enhanced bandwidth option, we use the
basic research/student key for our study.
2http://www.flickr.com/services/api/keys/apply/
3http://www.flickr.com /services/api/keys/
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4.1.2 Flickr API Methods Used
We have used multiple methods from Flickr API for our data search. All the
methods used in a sequence are briefly described next.
• flickr.people.findByUsername: At first we randomly choose our root
user having thousands of photos and hundreds of contacts and plenty
of groups joined on Flickr website. Then we pass the username to this
method to get the user id, NSID which is later used as a parameter for
various methods.
• flickr.photos.search: This method takes parameters like userid, upload
dates etc and returns an xml response containing number of photos,
number of pages, description, photo id,owner, location information and
date for each photo. We can specify the number of photos per page,
which is 50 by default.
• flickr.contacts.getPublicList : This method takes the userid as input
and gives all the contacts with their userids and names in response.
• flickr.people.getGroups : Takes userid as an input parameter and give
all the groups joined by the user along with group id, group name,
members count etc. in response. This method requires OAuth authen-
tication with read permissions.
• flickr.photos.getExif : This is the method which outputs a list of EXIF,
TIFF and GPS tags for a photo. It takes a photo id as an input
parameter and requires the calling user to have a view permission for
that photo. The example EXIF response can be seen in Figure 4.2
Figure 4.2: EXIF Response from Flickr API [32].
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4.1.3 User Authentication-OAuth
Signing in to the Flickr website is mandatory for making calls to various
methods of Flickr API. OAuth specification is an industry standard that
enables the secure login for the Flickr users with all the supporting account
types such as gmail, yahoo etc [33]. The authentication via OAuth requires
three steps shown in Figure 4.3 and described as follows:
• Request Token: In the first step we obtain a temporary request token
from the Flickr API. The token along with its secret authenticates the
user to the application [33].
• User Authorization: The application should redirect the user to the
authorization page after obtaining a request token. This page contains
the permissions being requested by the application. After accepting
the authorization, the user is redirected to the application again [33].
• Access Token: Once the application is authorized by the user, the
request token is replaced by access token which can be stored in the
application database for making authenticated requests to Flickr in
future [33].
4.2 Limitations of Flickr API
Flickr API being an easy and handy tool for accessing the web data, also has
some limitations that prevents us from extensive research options. Perhaps
the biggest limitation that we encountered in our study is the unavailability
of a method which can retrieve all users’s public photos containing EXIF
tags.
The method flickr.photos.search does not take any parameter, where we
could specify the access to EXIF tagged photos. The only option is to first
retrieve all the photos of a user and then call the method flickr.photos.getExif
to check if a single photo contains EXIF tags and whether those EXIF tags
describe the GPS information or not. Consequently, one easily exceeds the
API limit of 3600 requests per hour [34] when accessing thousands of photos
for thousands of users. There seems to be no other method to work around
this problem. The only possible way is to get the Flickr geotagged photos
(lead over to next chapter) and perform an analysis relying on the geodata
obtained for the photos from this method.
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Figure 4.3: Flow Diagram-Flickr OAuth Authorization [33].
Chapter 5
Flickr Location Data: Collection
The first step in our study is to collect the data from the Flickr website. The
data collection phase is one of the most crucial phases of the study. The end
results depend entirely on the amount and type of data taken as input. In
order to get an appropriate set, we first list the requirements for data that we
need for our analysis. This procedure comprises multiple stages of fetching
and filtering until we finally achieve the appropriate subset of data for the
mobility analysis. In this chapter, we describe the data collection strategy
defined and used in our study, and then we discuss also some implementation
details for fetching data using the FlickrAPI1.
5.1 Data Requirements
In order to analyse the mobility patterns of the users on Flickr, we should
have abundant amount of users to get realistic patterns. Furthermore, each
of the user must be active on Flickr, meaning that he regularly takes and
uploads his photos on the website. In an ideal case, we aim to get micro-
mobility (see Appendix A.4) trails of the users. To this end, we constrain
ourselves to users who are taking more than 1000 pictures in a day. This
means that a user takes on average at least 40 pictures in an hour or 1 picture
per minute. However, since not all the users take pictures every minute, so
the required total amount of pictures (i.e. 1000) could be taken at any time
during the day. For example, the user who takes more than 1000 pictures,
but only during the mornings is also a valuable user for drawing a micro-
mobility trail and interesting information can be extracted from his activity
times. Having this kind of data, we can easily draw accurate trajectories for
1https://www.flickr.com/services/api/
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the users and combining the trajectories can reveal detailed patterns from
the movement behaviours.
5.2 Search Strategy
After defining the requirements for the data, we construct a search strategy
to collect the users and their photos meta data from the Flickr website.The
most effective and logical way is to take a random subset of users and their
photos for the analysis. In previous studies, many different approaches have
been applied for data collection from Flickr, see, e.g. [35, 36]. The data
collection methodology used by [35] is such that the crawl begins with a
randomly chosen user on Flickr following the friends links with a breadth
first search in a forward direction. The contact list for users is public on
Flickr and they use FlickrAPI to download all the data. Our data collection
strategy is similar to [36] and will be discussed next.
5.2.1 Breadth First Search
In this section, we discuss our data collection strategy which resembles to the
one proposed in [36] but is slightly different from the one used in [35]. In order
to get users from different regions, we incorporate the groups in our search
criteria. So the root user having a bunch of contacts is chosen randomly
from Flickr and then all his contacts are stored, then for each contact the
groups that they belong to are obtained (see Figure 5.1). Utilizing the group
information from FlickrAPI methods, we retrieve all the members of the
group to build up their dataset. Here we ensure that all the users obtained
are having greater than 1000 pictures. The time span chosen for our study
is Jan 2013 to Jan 2015 2. The breadth first search could be performed at
different depth levels to gather the required amount of data. Alternatively, we
could also pick another root user from a totally different domain and perform
this search. The breadth first search of root user → contacts → groups →
group members make it one recursion, and we performed this search up to
depth level 1, which already gave us an abundant amount of data altogether,
sufficient for the study and analysis purpose. This tells that the users are
well connected and closely grouped on Flickr.
2The reason for choosing the time period of Jan 2013 to Jan 2015, is to obtain the
most recent data. This ensures the presence of EXIF feature in the devices. Moreover,
the users have become more educated about the geotagging facility on Flickr in the recent
years, so there are less chances of random tagging errors. As the study began from Feb
2015, the most recent data available at that time is gathered
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5.3 Flickr API Methods for Data Retrieval
Our particular interest relates to the photos meta data. To reduce the mem-
ory constraints, we only store the meta data of each photo that is necessary
for our analysis purposes. After having all the user ids stored in our database,
we call Flickr API methods to get information of the corresponding photos
for each user. We explored two different techniques in order to get the at-
tributes like location, timestamp and photo id of each photo. Figure 5.1
depicts the high level flow diagram for data collection using the FlickrAPI.
Figure 5.1: Data Search Methodology for Recursion level 1.
5.3.1 EXIF Tags Method
The approach which initially we use to get the photos meta data is through
EXIF tags. The Flickr website keeps the EXIF tags separate from the pho-
tos. So, in order to get the EXIF data from the FlickrAPI, we first store
all the photo ids for each user in a local file by calling the API method
flickr.people.getPublicPhotos. Then, for each photo we call the API method
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flickr.photos.getExif. If an EXIF tag exists for the photo, and if it con-
tains both GPS and timestamp information, which is public, then we store
the metadata in our database. This is done by creating separate tables or
records for each user and storing photo details for each photo of that user.
The example of storing files with EXIF tags information is shown in Fig-
ure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Example of User’s Photos Metadata from EXIF Tags.
5.3.2 Geotagged Photos Method
The other way in which information of photos can be retrieved is using the
method flickr.photos.search and giving parameters userid, hasgeo=1, ex-
tra==geo, date taken, date upload, description. This gives all photos details
having the geo location information and the timestamps. This geo location
information is added up by Flickr itself, and it is extracted from the EXIF
tags of the photos. The Flickr users can, however, set these parameters man-
ually. Figure 5.3 shows an example of how we store the metadata of photos
for each user by using the geotagged photos information.
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Figure 5.3: User’s Photos Metadata from Geo Tags.
5.3.3 Comparison of Flickr API Methods
The second approach is much more efficient than the first one. The getExif
method of FlickrAPI is extremely slow because we need to call the API
method for each photo separately. So, if a single user has 10,000 photos,
then the getExif method is called 10,000 times even if none of the photos
contains an EXIF tag. In particular, it seems that there is no short cut to
get this information such that we only call this method if the photo contains
EXIF tag with location and time information or not.
Mostly EXIF geo data and the Flickr geo data are the same, as most
geo data is simply extracted from the EXIF tags by Flickr. However, as
Flickr allows users to manually enter their location, so there can be photos
with user marked location and without EXIF. We may not have permissions
to view the EXIF or Flickr geo data depending on how a user has set his
privacy. In our case, the total userids stored are 150,000 and out of those,
less than 1000 users contain more than 1000 photos with EXIF tags. How-
ever, the users with more than 1000 geotagged photos are about 8000. The
EXIF data collection procedure took more than a month to traverse all the
users while the geotagged data was obtained in couple of days. We take the
geotagged metadata in our study for the analysis due to its abundant and
fast retrieval 3. We also get this information from this data collection phase
that out of 150000, only 8000 users have geotagged photos. This leads to the
3The query running time for EXIF data collection would be much faster if, e.g. Flickr
runs the same query internally
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inference that about 5% of the photos on the Flickr website are geotagged
which conforms to the statistics made by Zielstra and Hochmair in [9].
5.4 Facts About the Data Collected
The data collected from this strategy had 40% of the users belonging to
North and South America, 35% were from United Kingdom and the rest of
25% belonged to different parts of Europe and Asia (Figure A.6). We believe
that the large percentage of users from these two countries is a bias introduced
by the choice of our root user, who resided in US. This is because there is
a higher probability that the root user has contacts belonging to the same
region. Also the groups joined by the contacts tend to be similar because
of the same language medium and common interests among the contacts,
hence the obtained users belonged to similar regions. There were quite a few
outliers as well, about whom we can say that they were most likely either
immigrants or visitors in these countries.
 
40 %
35 %
25 %
North and South U.S United Kingdom Europe and Asia
Figure 5.4: Location Distribution of Collected Users.
Chapter 6
Flickr Location Data: Prepro-
cessing
In this chapter, we explain the preprocessing steps performed on our data
including the mechanism to filter the most active periods of the active users
sampled from the data collection phase. The data stored from the data col-
lection phase is not ready to be used as such for analysis. The criterion of
having 1000 photos over 2 years span is not sufficient to make accurate pre-
dictions about the mobility. There are possibilities of having many different
variations in the users activities, some upload a bunch of photos only few
times in a year, say during the holiday, and remain dormant rest of the time,
while others upload the photos regularly over the observed period of time.
In order to make our mobility estimates more accurate, we are only inter-
ested in the days when users have taken their photos. We should filter out
the days with no activity. There can be multiple ways in which we can filter
out the sampled data to get the active periods, such as;
• Photo Count : Count the number of photos per day. If the count is
greater than a defined threshold, than consider it as an active time and
store it, otherwise ignore that day.
• Distance Count : Measure the distance travelled per day. If the distance
covered is greater than a defined threshold, say X km, then consider it
as an active day and store, otherwise ignore that day.
• Sliding Window : This is basically a rolling or sliding window concept,
in which we take snapshot of the data over a fixed time period. We
refer to this as a window. Then we slide the window over the entire
data set, each time sliding it forward by a fixed time interval. We can
analyse the data within the window at every step. If the count of photos
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inside a window is greater than a predefined threshold than consider
it as active time. We design sliding window mechanism according to
our data requirements in order to detect the active days, the details of
which are explained below.
6.1 Sliding Window Mechanism
The Sliding Window Mechanism is based on the following algorithm: If the
N hours window contains at least P number of geotagged photos, then that
window is an active window and that period is an active time period of the
user. The window progresses every h hours. If the user has at least W active
windows in a search time span, then he is an active user. See Figure 6.1 for
details.
Figure 6.1: Sliding windows mechanism. N hours window moving forward
every h hours.
We make an initial hypothesis that if the users on the Flickr upload
about 100 pictures or more in a day, then it’s a good count to track their
mobility trail. In order to achieve that, we use the concept of sliding window
mechanism, where the active period is the time window of 24 hours (N = 24),
when user has uploaded photos above a defined threshold P . The 24 hour
sliding window starts from 01-Jan-2013, progresses every hour (h = 1) up
to 01-Jan-2015. All the non-overlapping active windows detected during this
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time period are stored for each user, along with the locations and timestamps
of each photo. The empirical cumulative distribution function graphs are a
good source for evaluating the data set and observing the distribution trends.
Analyzing the ECDF of the total number of pictures per day, it was found
out that the most active users on the Flickr website upload 30 or less photos
in a 24 hours period. This can be seen by an ECDF of number of pictures in
a day (see Figure 6.2). The final threshold to classify an active window is set
to P = 20 photos per day and users having at least 15 (W = 15) active days
in the total time span of 2 years are considered active and useful. Applying
the sliding window mechanism with this threshold gave the count of users be
440 out of 8000. These users are called as interesting or active users, who
enable predicting meaningful mobility trends. The overall summary of data
collection can be seen from Table 6.1.
Figure 6.2: ECDF for count of photos/day for all users.
Our initial hypothesis of getting users with more than 1000 pictures/day
becomes false with this ECDF and we did not get the expected results for
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the data. This implies that the idea of understanding micro-mobility seems
vague at this point with this kind of data set. Despite of this, we would still
want to know upto what level correctly can we understand the behaviour of
the people. To this end, we continue with the active time periods of the users
and perform further analyses. The overall data collection statistics can be
seen in Table 6.1.
6.2 Distance Computation
Once having all the required filtered data with us, we consider doing some
mathematical operations and scripting to study different aspects of mobility.
One aspect is taking the number of pictures at defined intervals and try to
reveal the interesting information related to the picture count. This can
relate to finding the favourite spots of the users and ranking them to detect
most popular to least popular destinations.
The other aspect to uncover the mobility patterns can be studied by tak-
ing the distance into account. We have information like longitude, latitude,
datetaken and dateupload for each photo which we use for further prepro-
cessing to reach the analysis phase. Therefore the next step in the study is to
find out the distances covered by each user per day using his photos times-
tamps. For that, we compute the distance between every two consecutive
photos that reside in an active window, and that is followed for all the active
periods sequentially. The distance between the two consecutive photos using
their longitude and latitude can be computed using Haversine Formula1[37],
which finds the great circle distance between the longitude and latitude val-
ues and it can also be stated as shortest crow flight between two points over
the earth’s surface (for details of longitude and latitude see Appendix A.2).
a = sin2(∆φ/2) + cosφ1 × cosφ2 × sin2(∆Λ/2)
c = 2× arctan 2(√a,√1− a)
d = R× c
“ Where φ is latitude, Λ is longitude, R is the radius of the earth (mean
radius = 6,371km), c is the angular distance in radians, and a is the square
of half the chord length between the points ” [37].
These computed distances initially tell us how much the user has been
moving. For example, if the distance between two consecutive photos is zero,
then the corresponding photos have been taken in the same place. To make it
more meaningful, we define the static state or pause time when the user takes
1http://www.movable-type.co.uk/scripts/latlong.html
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Year 2013-2015
Total users crawled 150000
Users with geotagged photos 8000
Users with active windows 440
Total photos per user >1000
Table 6.1: Flickr data collected for mobility trend analysis
photos within 20m distance. Figure 6.3 shows an example of a file stored for a
user with various computations performed for consecutive photos. long1 and
latd1 are the longitude and latitude of the first photo, long2 and latd2 are
the longitude and latitude of the next consecutive photo, distance(m) is the
computed distance using Haversine Formula, timeDifference(s) is the time
difference between two photos taken, velocity is computed using the formula
v=d/t and pauseTime is set to true if the distance is less than 20m, and
false otherwise. After the distance calculations for each user, the cumulative
distances are calculated in order to visualize them better on the graphs and
for better interpretations.
Figure 6.3: Distance Between Every Two Photos Lying in Active Windows.
6.3 Conclusions
The data preprocessing is an important and non-trivial task. When data
points are distributed across fixed window boundaries, one window may not
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Figure 6.4: Commulative Distances Covered by All Photos Taken in a 24
Hours Time.
be able to capture all of the data points, and this may lead us to miss a po-
tential active period. Sliding window ascertains that we do not have window
boundaries at fixed times, rather we slide gradually over all data points and
capture active periods more effectively. Figure 6.5 explains how sliding win-
dow captures better results than fixed windows. Green data points included
in first fixed window (light green), orange data points included in second
fixed window (shows in yellow). Data points in these windows independently
do not add up to the threshold. Finally the blue sliding window captures
some green and some orange data points which add up to be greater than
the threshold.
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Figure 6.5: Sliding Window vs. Fixed Window.
Chapter 7
Flickr Location Data: Statistical
Analysis
This chapter covers the analysis and results phase of our study. We analyse
the pre-processed data by employing statistical methods and plotting multi-
ple graphs to visualize interesting trends (see Appendix A.3 for a description
of the relevant statistics). First, with the help of various graphs, we are able
to classify Flickr users into different categories based on their activity levels.
Then we infer mobility patterns for each category. The classification of users
and detection of mobility trends are major steps in the data analysis, and
we discuss them in detail below.
7.1 Classification of Users
Analysis of cumulative distance per day graphs (see Appendix A.3 for graphs)
for the active users leads to the interpretation that there are similarities and
differences in the travelling routines of the users. In order to cluster similar
users to same groups, we need to define a classification strategy based on the
suitably chosen parameters. The two main parameters used to classify the
active users are:
Di = cumulative distance travelled in a day
Fi = No. of travels per month
Definition 1 Travel is defined as movement from one point to another by
means of e.g. car, bus, aeroplane or by foot.
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Figure 7.1: Classification of Users.
We categorize the active users further into sub-classes as listed below.
We fine-tune the parameters used to classify users into these categories by
applying trial and error method on our data. A high level view of users
classification is shown in Figure 7.1, explained in detail next.
7.1.1 Short and Long Distance Travellers
Out of the 440 active users, about 219 users are the ones that travel at
short distances (a distance of 300km or less) mostly, either frequently or
infrequently. However they might travel at long distances no more than
thrice in the 2 years span. These users are categorized as short distance
travellers having threshold Di < 300km. We can define the short distance
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an long distance travellers as:
Definition 2 A user is a short distance traveller if he travels less than
300km (Di = 300km) in a day, and otherwise a long distance traveller.
The distance vs. time graph of one of a frequent short distance traveller
can be seen in Figure 7.2. The x-axis represents that time period when the
user has been active, the scale increments with the months after detecting
the time of the first active window. The y-axis represents the cumulative
distances travelled on each active day. This distance is the sum of all the
distances between every two consecutive photos in an active window. This
graph depicts that the user was active from May-2013 to Nov-2014 and trav-
elled frequently, at least 5 times a month, at short distances of about 20 km
to 50km. The other interesting information which is inferred from this user
Figure 7.2: A Sample Short Distance Frequent Traveller.
is that he travels at short distances to the same locations. It is obvious in
the Figure 7.3, that the user has a few favourite spots that he visits. This
means that there is no randomness in his travelling routine. His expected
travel destinations are the same, which are near London, Grays and Maid
stone in United Kingdom (atleast when the user takes photos).
This kind of similarity is found among all the short distance travellers.
In particular, these type of movement patterns can make the Flickr data a
good candidate for user profiling purposes.
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Figure 7.3: Short Distance Traveller (movement on the map).
The remaining 221 out of 440 users are the long distance travellers as
defined in 2. Furthermore, we can also say that they take pictures only when
they are on longer journeys. Figure 7.4 shows a long distance traveller who
travelled mostly between 500 to 1000 km and his activity level was very high
during this time.
7.1.2 Frequent and Infrequent Travelers
We further classify short distance travellers and the long distance travellers
from the active users set into frequent and infrequent travellers. We do that
for each of the short and the long distance traveller’s category, by setting
a threshold Fi, say, 5 journeys per month repeating almost every month,
to fall in the short distance frequent travellers and 3 journeys per month
to categorize as long distance frequent travellers. This threshold was chosen
after manual analysis of the individual (Time vs. Total Distance/day) graphs.
They can be formally defined as:
Definition 3 A user is a short distance frequent traveller if he makes at
least 5 short(Di <= 300km) distant trips in a month (Fi >= 5), otherwise
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Figure 7.4: A Sample Long Distance Frequent Traveller.
he is an infrequent traveller.
The short distance infrequent traveller’s category example is shown in Fig-
ure 7.5 along with the travel visited locations in Figure 7.6. The first Fig-
ure 7.5 shows that the user has no specific pattern or regularity in his move-
ment. He prefers to travel short distances but he is definitely not a daily
routine active member on Flickr. He seems to be active only during the
month on July, 2014, but that behaviour is not repeating in 2013 or 2015.
However, if we look at Figure 7.6, we get the information that this particular
user has taken a lot of pictures on the visited spots. So, basically he was
chosen as an active member by our sliding window mechanism due to the
large number of photos. However, a closer inspection reveal that the user
has made only a few trips during which he has taken a lot of photos there.
Definition 4 A user is a long distance frequent traveller if he makes at least
3 long (Di > 300km) distant trips in a month (Fi >= 3), otherwise he is an
infrequent traveller.
The example of the long distance infrequent travellers is shown in Figure 7.7.
The Figure 7.7 tells that this user has barely made two long trips in a month.
This excludes the user from the frequent traveller’s category.
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In order to focus on the mobility trends at urban level, we take the cate-
gory of short distance travellers for further analysis.
Figure 7.5: Short Distance Infrequent Traveller.
7.2 Mobility Trends
We analyse the computed cumulative distances for the short distance frequent
traveller users in various different ways. We inspect different aspects and
levels of time to detect if there are interesting patterns in the travelling attire
of the users. The three main aspects; months of the year, days of the week
and times of the day are scrutinized for predicting mobility trends among the
urban users. The main reason for choosing short distance frequent travellers
as our candidate data is to avoid the outliers that might occur due to time
zone errors in the GPS timestamps of the photos while travelling in different
time zones. The time zones of many camera devices are not changed every
time with the travel, which may lead to wrong inferences in performing time
dependent analysis. Each of the aspects for mobility trends are discussed in
detail below.
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Figure 7.6: Short Distance Infrequent Traveller (movement on the map).
7.2.1 Active Months of the Year
The months of the year when Flickr users prefer to travel can be quite inter-
esting piece of information in understanding mobility of the users. Figure 7.8
presents the box plot of distances travelled by users per month. The first
glance of the graph shows that July and August are the most popular months
among the chosen users in terms of high activity on Flickr. This is quite a
reasonable prediction which is confirmed by the Flickr data, as most of the
people around the world take summer vacations during the month of July
and August, and it makes a perfect sense for them to take more pictures
during that time. This suggests that the mobility patterns are more likely
to be reliable during that period of time.
7.2.2 Active Days (Weekdays vs. Weekends)
In order to get an in depth analysis of mobility patterns, we separate the
distances covered on each day of the week and aim to figure out whether
the users’ activity depends on the specific days. Figure 7.9 is the graphical
representation of the percentages of the distances covered on all days. The
first glance at it tells that the activity level of users stay uniform during
the weekdays, however it begins to rise on Friday and almost doubles on
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Figure 7.7: Long Distance Infrequent Traveller.
Saturday and finally comes back to normal on Sunday. We can say that
the cumulative distance covered during the 5 working days of the week is
slightly less than the cumulative distance covered over the weekends. We
can infer that on average people take more photos on the weekend and are
more mobile then. This is quite predictable as the people generally have
more leisure time during the weekends and they are not much interested in
taking photos during the workdays.
7.2.3 Active Times of the Day
We investigate another aspect of time in our study by analysing the active
times of the day for the users. It can be quite useful information to know the
times during the day when the people are travelling the most. For example, if
there lies a similarity among the times of the day when people are mobile. For
that purpose, we divide the day into 5 broad times; morning, noon, evening,
night and other [38]. The classification according to times can be seen in
Table 7.1. Finding the cumulative distances for each of the times, enables
us to extract an informative pattern among the users’ routines. According
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Figure 7.8: Active Months of the Year (Distance vs. Months).
Morning Noon Evening Night Other
7:00-10:59 11:00-14:59 15:00-18:59 19:00-22:59 23:00-6:59
Table 7.1: Times of the Day Classification.
to the analysis (see Figure 7.10), the mobility ramps up during the day time
and evening, and ramps down in the night and finally the stationary state
is achieved after mid night. The analysis from Flickr conforms the natural
phenomena and work behaviour. The mornings and nights are less active in
terms of mobility as the travellers might not stop to take the photos on the
way to work and they might prefer to relax during the night time. Evenings
are the most mobile and active times of the day, which depicts that this time
is the leisure time for the users, when they travel for excursion and are most
interested in capturing photos.
7.2.4 Active Hours of the Day
Extracting a pattern in the times of the day analysis prompts us to further
get the in depth detail of the hours of the day. We can explore the patterns
in certain hours in terms of mobility. For that we calculate the cumulative
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Figure 7.9: Active Days of the Week (Weekend vs. Weekdays).
distances for every hour in the day. This is further separated for weekdays
and the weekends to figure out the dissimilarities among the patterns with
the days. Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12 depicts the hour of day distances for
weekdays and weekends respectively. Comparing the two graphs for each
hour, we can see a distinct spike difference for a few specific hours. For
example the patterns in the hour 8-8:59 is extremely different for weekdays
and weekends. The users cover a lot more distance in this hour during the
weekdays while on the weekends this hour shows almost zero mobility. We
infer from this difference that at this hour, the people tend to be resting
in their homes during the weekends, and are bound to travel during the
weekdays. We can see the obvious difference in the spikes of the hour 16:00
-16:59 interval, when users are very active during the day times and they do
not have to follow this routine over the weekends. The active hours of the
day analysis is very beneficial to predict the work routine mobility patterns
for the users. This can potentially benefit the traffic engineering departments
where they can spot the most active hours and ensure the safe traffic flow
for the travellers.
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Figure 7.10: Times of the Day Distances (times vs. distance percentages).
Figure 7.11: Hours of the Day Distances for Weekdays (hours vs. distances
in km).
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Figure 7.12: Hours of the Day Distances for Weekends (hours vs. distances
in km).
Chapter 8
Conclusions
In this thesis, we used Flickr as an example to investigate if photo sharing
platforms can be used to understand the mobility behaviour of people around
the world. Perhaps, the main advantage is that we can work on a huge set
of users’ photos and picked dataset can be as global and random as we want.
In other words, there is a lot of data readily available. The time range for
study purposes can vary according to the research requirements. Above all,
photos sharing data is open source and easily accessible. In contrast, data
sets from mobile operators are usually difficult to obtain and data from GPS
traces are limited in time, location, size of the dataset, mostly due to cost
and privacy constraints.
During this study, we discovered that the data collected from Flickr is
insufficient for analysing micro-mobility patterns, flight times and velocity
prediction due to its sparse nature. Despite its shortcomings, we were able to
observe some typical user mobility patterns in our Flickr data, which confirms
that while not always accurate on fine-grained micro-mobility aspects, some
level of user mobility can be inferred from this source. However, the rapid
growth of social networking platforms and increasing awareness of location-
based features among the users brings the hope that Flickr might become a
standalone source for observing micro-mobility behaviours among the people
around the globe in near future.
We classified active Flickr users into short distance travellers and long
distance travellers and further subdivided into frequent and infrequent trav-
ellers. We observed that the short distance travellers visit similar locations
back and forth, i.e. their travelling patterns are not random and they only
prefer to travel to a few favourite locations. Among short distance travellers,
July and August are the most active months in terms of mobility. Further-
more, the users are more mobile over the weekends because they cover more
distances during the weekends. This could either indicate a user’s preference
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to take more photographs over the weekend giving a better mobility view or
that the user is likely to take short weekend trips. The busy hour patterns
for the users are distinguishably different between weekdays and weekends.
The hours 8-8:59 and 16:00-16:59 on weekdays are most active whereas the
activity level during these hours drops over the weekends, depicting, in our
opinion, work based commuting trends amongst the users.
Obviously, Flickr is just one possible source of data. Our future work in-
cludes extending the same analysis to data collected from Panoramio and po-
tentially other online social networks that allow fetching public data through
their APIs. Comparisons could then be made between results obtained from
Flickr and Panoramio. In addition, we consider learning more details about
the users and their photo content to get further insight of the observed pat-
terns. For example, examining users’ habits like, which camera(s) they use
(mobile phone/tablet vs. compact camera vs. DSLR). This might help us
to categorize and qualify user behaviour further to differentiate between the
commuter on the way to work, the professional at work, and the tourists.
Photo content analysis might contribute here as well. We would also like to
gain insight, e.g., on the number and visiting frequency of favourite spots
for users of a certain class. This could assist in confirming and extending
mobility models (for example, community mobility models) but also to infer
behavioural context from types of places visited, and to classify users further.
Finally, we are curious if the proliferation of better quality cameras in mobile
phones and the continued popularity growth of photo sharing services (and
maybe apps that foster virtually continuous uploading) will lead to denser
data sets and thus, ultimately, allowing us to infer closer to microscopic
mobility characteristics for the users after all.
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Appendix A
First appendix
A.1 Empirical Distribution Function
ECDF (empirical distribution function) gives the empirical measure of the
sample data in statistical analysis. “ CDF (cumulative distribution function)
is a step function that jumps up by 1/n at each of the n data points ” [39].
An ECDF gives non-parametric estimate of the CDF of a random variable.
This is done by assigning 1/n probability to each data point, by ordering the
data in ascending order of their value, and finding the sum of probabilities
assigned to each datum (data point) [40] (see Figure A.1). The ECDF has
following advantages:
• For a large data set, it gives an accurate approximation of the true
CDF which is helpful in statistical inferences [40].
• it can show how fast the CDF approaches to 1, by giving a visual
display; the get and feel for the data are possible to attain by plotting
key quantiles like the quartiles [40].
• the comparison of ECDF to well-known CDFs of commonly used dis-
tributions can help finding out if the data can be approximated by any
of those common distributions [40].
A.2 Longitude and Latitude
A point on earth surface (or on sphere) can be defined in terms of longitude
and latitude coordinates. In other words, the unique latitude/longitude com-
bination is the global address assigned to each location on the sphere. The
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Figure A.1: The ECDF is represented by blue steps. Vertical black bars are
the samples corresponding to the ecdf. Smooth gray curve represents the
true CDF function [39].
numbering system in Lat/Lon differs from the usual street address number-
ing system in a way that it works on the grid numbering system and has
intersecting horizontal and vertical lines. The address of a particular loca-
tion is the numbers or coordinates (horizontal and vertical) which intersect at
that point. However, longitude and latitude of earth are not exactly straight
lines, but horizontal or vertical half circles encircling around the earth.
The distance calculation between two points lying on the earth surface or
sphere need the longitude and latitude information, used by the Haversine
formula in our thesis.
A.2.1 Latitude
In Figure A.2, the latitiude of a point P lying on the surface of the sphere is
an angle formed by a straight line passing through the centre of the sphere
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C and P, subtending with reference to the equatorial plane. The latitude is
positive if the point P lies above the equatorial plane (towards North Pole),
and it is negative if the P lies below the plane or towards the South Pole.
The range of the Latitude angles goes from +90 to -90 degrees [41].
A.2.2 Longitude
Meridian, shown in Figure A.2, are the half circles encircling the sphere from
pole to pole. Longitude is defined by choosing a reference meridian, called the
prime meridian. The Longitude of a point P lying on the surface is an angle
subtended by the meridian crossing P with respect to the prime meridian.
Longitude of P is positive if it lies towards the East of the reference prime
meridian and negative on its West side. The range of Longitude goes from
+180 to -180 degrees.
A.3 Statistical Analysis
“Statistics is the study of the collection, analysis, interpretation, presenta-
tion, and organization of data” [42]. The purpose is to discover the underlying
patterns and trends in the data. Statistics can be applied to various domains
such as science, industry, government or business in order to improve the
previously built models or make more logical decisions based on the facts
obtained from the data. Statistical population is the starting point of ap-
plying statistics where the statistical population can refer to different topics
such as some specie of animals in a particular region or all the members of a
multinational company etc. [42].
It is not always possible to gather all the data, therefore the statisticians
obtain the data by survey sampling or specific experiments. The sampled
data collected guarantees that the statistical decisions or inferences made
about the data can be generalized to the whole or actual set of population.
Statistics include experimental study and observational study. Taking actual
measurements and manipulations in the system under observation are the
basics of experimental study while observational study does not require the
actual measurements and manipulations with the data.
A.3.1 Statistical Methodologies
The data analysis comprises of two broad statistical methodologies; descrip-
tive statistics and inferential statistics. Both of them are defined below:
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• Descriptive Statistics: This gives summary of data by using sample
indexes; for example standard deviation or mean [43].
• Inferential Statistics: This summarizes data with random variations
like observational errors and sampling variations [43].
A.3.2 Statistical Graphs
• Bar Chart: The bar chart represents quantitative data by displaying
horizontal or vertical bars on a grid. It does so by breaking down the
data on the basis of groups and the length of the bars tell about the
amount of data in each group [44].
Figure A.3 illustrates an example bar chart. This depicts information
about the amount of money people spend on their transportation while
going to work and coming back home. The data is categorized on the
basis of house hold income groups marked on x-axis. It can be inferred
from this graph that more the house hold income is higher the amount
of money spent on transportation [44].
• Histogram: Histogram provides a bigger picture or shape of the statis-
tical data. It is applied by breaking down the data into numerically
ordered groups. It is different from bar chart in a way that the data
is ordered and bars are joined, as opposed to the bar chart in which
the bars are separated and represent categories without following any
order. The histogram does not provide the actual values of the data,
rather it just tells about which group the data value belongs to. The
height of the bar tells about either the count or frequency of individu-
als in each group or the relative frequency, which is the percentage of
individuals in each group.
Figure A.4 is an example of a histogram. The data is relates to the
age of the actresses at the time they won the ’best actress award’ in
Oscars. The x-axis show the age groups of 5 years each increasing from
left to right. The y-axis is the percentage or relative frequency of the
actresses having certain age group. By enlarge, we can infer that about
27% of the actresses were at the age of 30 to 35 when they won the
best actress award [44].
• Line Graph: It is also known as time chart, which depicts the trends
of data appearing in a period of time. The x-axis represents the time
data, such as, months, years or days etc. The y-axis represents the
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values of the variables under consideration, such as population size or
total sales etc [44].
Figure A.5 is an example of a line graph. The data is the same as that
used for histogram in the description above. However, it is the time
series data, with years on x-axis and age on y-axis. The up and down
cyclic trends can be seen from left to right.
• Pie Chart: It is a circle in shape with slices, each represents a distinct
group of the categorical data, showing the percentage of indiviuals that
fall in each group. As the sum of the percentages must be 100, this
means that one individual can only belong to a single group. Pie charts
provides easy comparison and contrast of data [44].
Figure A.6 is an example of a pie chart. The data is about the popu-
lation in U.S above 65 years of age. The age groups are 65-69 years,
70-74 years and so on. One pie chart represents the percentage of peo-
ple in each group calculated in 2010, while its projection for 2050 is
shown in the 2nd pie chart. The later is calculated on the basis of
multiple factors such as birth rate and death rate etc [44]. In this case,
it is quite simple to make comparisons for each group in two graph and
understanding the shift in trends from 2010 to 2050.
• Box Plot: “ A boxplot can give you information regarding the shape,
variability, and center (or median) of a statistical data set. It is par-
ticularly useful for displaying skewed data ” [44].
Box plot tells about the symmetry of the data, meaning both sides are
similar if a box is cut down the middle. The data is symmetric if the
median of the data lies in the middle of the box and skewed otherwise.
Figure A.7 is an example of box plot representing skewness in data.
The data is skewed right because the longer part of the box is on the
right of the median. This shows that the ages of the actresses are
skewed right. The part of the box plot towards the left of the median
showing young actresses is short as compared to the part on the right
of the median showing old actresses. This infers that the ages on left
are closer to each other than ages on right [44].
The left and right side of the median does not tell anything about the
size of the data, rather the box plot is based upon the percentages of
sample size and not the sample size itself [44].
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A.4 Micro-mobility
Micro-mobility, in the context of our thesis, can be thought of as a fine scale
movement measurements gathered to reveal how users move. It can be ex-
plained with an example study, performed by Rhee et al. [45]. In this study,
they record the traces of human walks captured by GPS devices for the pe-
riod of 1000 hours at five different locations. They introduce a Le´vy walk
mobility model that predicts the walking behaviour of humans in outdoor
mobile network. This model can be useful, e.g., in mobile network simula-
tions. In practice, the mobility is simulated by computing the flights, pause
times, velocity and direction from the measured data. The flight is defined
as the straight line path travelled by an individual from one point to another
without pausing or changing direction. The pause time is the time period
during which the individual has travelled less than a predefined threshold
distance [45].
If we get such fine grained data from the online social websites, then we
can replace the costly GPS data gathering procedure with the free of cost
online websites data when analysing human mobility patterns.
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Figure A.2: Latitude and Longitude [41].
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Figure A.3: Bar Chart Example [44].
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Figure A.4: Histogram Example [44].
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Figure A.5: Line Graph Example [44].
Figure A.6: Pie Chart Example [44].
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Figure A.7: Box Plot Example [44].
